Patio: Quad Deck Kit Assembly Instructions
Thank you for purchasing Easideck! Prior to assembly, please ensure you have all the parts listed below. Two tools
are required to assemble your deck; a hammer and a screw driver or power drill with a #2 Robertson Bit (Square)

Parts Legend

4 Deck Tiles - 32" x 32" x 1 1/2"
1 Foundation Roll - 67" x 67"
6 Spreader Boards - 2" x 4" x 28 1/4" 2 Rim Boards - 11/2" x 1 1/2" x 64"

14 Deck Screws - #8 x 3" Long
1 Driver Board - 1" x 2"

1.Unroll the Foundation
Roll onto a flat level
location and confirm all
parts are there.

2. Place the Spreader Boards
between the pre-installed
Foundation Sleepers that are
attached to the mesh.

3. Complete the placement
of the six Spreader Boards
as illustrated.

4. On one side, install one
Rim Board, pre-drilled
holes facing up using a
drill and 7 Deck Screws.
Note: Inside of Rim Board
is marked with Black
Arrows and Dots.

5. Place the first two Deck
Tiles by setting them on
the Foundation .
Deck tiles can be installed
linear or
parquet. These adhere to
the Foundation Sleepers by
Velcro

6. Install the remaining Rim
Board using a screwdriver and
the 7 Deck Screws provided.
Your Easideck is complete!

Visit us at Easideck.com for complete assembly videos
and inspiration to expand your Easideck kits!

Suite 540, 9768 -170 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5T 5L4

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
STOP! Before you assemble your Easideck make sure you have a flat surface, ideally gravel. If it is to be
placed on the lawn, we recommend cutting the grass as short as possible before assembling your new
kit over it.

Please be aware that Easideck comes in several packages weighting up to 50 lbs each. They are
different sizes in length, width and height. These packages can be hazardous to carry to the assembly
area. Please be careful while moving these packages to prevent bodily injury due improper lifting.
Only lift weight within your personal ability. Also use your knees and turn using your feet. Any other
method is prone to injury. If you are unsure, please get assistance from people who are properly
trained in lifting heavy and bulky items.
When assembling Easideck please be careful using the tools we required. The hammer and screw
driver (screw gun) used when assembling our deck kits may cause injury to your hands and/or other
parts of your body. You should always have two people working together to assemble our kits. The
pre-drilled holes in the Rim Boards are there to assist you to screw the parts in the right places.
However, one person should be holding the part(s) while the other person is screwing the boards into
place. The same advice applies for hammering and screwing the Deck Clip into place. Always be
mindful that the screws can dislodge and cause the screw driver (screw gun) to go erratic and cause
injury. Use complete caution throughout the entire assembly process.
Once your new deck kit is installed you now have a surface area that is between 2 ¼ and 3 inches
higher then the surfaces around your new deck. Please be mindful that a new trip hazard is now
present. When you are approaching your new deck, you will be required to elevate your feet to the
new height. Failure to do so may cause you to trip, stumble, or fall. It is strongly recommended to
add caution tape to face of the new deck to make everyone aware of this new, potential hazard.
Easideck kits are designed for exterior applications only. These kit are not recommended for interior
use because of the pressure treating process.
Easideck Products are made of the finest Lodge pole wood pine available. Our product is
manufactured upside down at the factory and provides, what we refer to as, a barefoot deck surface.
This means that the surface has no exposed fasteners. However, there can still be imperfections such
as knots and splinters. Please take caution when you walk on your Easideck and be mindful that you
can still encounter injury with bare feet, hands and other parts of the body that may come in contact
with the deck surface. We recommend footwear to be worn.

Thank you for purchasing Easideck! Remember you can always add to your kit and continue to expand
your deck to suit your needs and desires.
Visit us on the Web for inspiration and more at: www.easideck.com

